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Physics 131 Basic Principles of Motion Prof. Redish 

Fall 2016 

Description of motion 

 

 

Laws that control motion 
Newton 0:  
An object responds to the forces it feels 
when it feels them.   

Newton 1: 
An object that feels a net force of 0 
keeps moving with the same velocity 
(which may = 0). 

Newton 2: 
An object that is acted upon by other 
objects changes its velocity according 
to the rule 

 

 

Newton 3:  
When two objects interact the forces 
they exert on each other are equal and 
opposite. 

 

Forces 
Forces: how objects interact with each 
other to try to change each other's 
velocity. 

Notation convention. 

 

Types of forces 

Spring, Normal, Tension Force N, T 

  

Resistive Forces    

   FB→A
friction ≤ µABNB→A   

   Ffluid→A
viscous = 6πµRAvA  (sphere) 

   Ffluid→A
inertial drag = 1

2CAAρ fluidvA
2

  

Weight Force  

  
!
Fearth→A
gravity = mA

!gearth   

Electric Force 

 Fq→Q
E = kCqQ

rqQ
2   

Using them in problems 
1. What objects are you interested in 
looking at the motion (or lack of 
motion) of? 

2. What other objects interact with 
those objects?  
(A System Schema might help) 

3. For each object, isolate the object 
and see what forces act on it.   
(A Free Body Diagram might help) 

4. Write a Newton's second law 
equation for each of the objects you are 
considering. 

5. Put in what you know about each of 
the forces. 

Your resulting equations tell you about 
relations among the various variables 
of interest in the problem.  

6. Decide what you know and what you 
want to find out. 

7. See if your 
equations will let 
you determine 
the answers. 

 

v = Δr
Δt

= vector displacement
time it took to do it

 

a = Δv
Δt

= change in velocity
time it took to do it

 

F(object causing force)→(object feeling force)

 type of force

T = kΔL

 

FA→B
type = −


FB→A
type

 

!aA =
!
FA

net

mA
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Foothold ideas:  
Charge – A hidden property of matter 

•  Matter is made up of two kinds of electrical 
matter (positive and negative) that usually 
cancel very precisely. 

•  Like charges repel, unlike charges attract. 
•  Bringing an unbalanced charge up to neutral 

matter polarizes it, so both kinds of charge 
attract neutral matter 

•  The total amount of charge (pos – neg)  
is constant. 
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Foothold ideas: 
Conductors and Insulators 

•  Insulators 
–  In some matter, the charges they contain are bound 

and cannot move around freely. 
– Excess charge put onto this kind of matter  

tends to just sit there (like spreading peanut butter). 
•  Conductors 

–  In some matter, charges in it can move around 
throughout the object. 

– Excess charge put onto this kind of matter  
redistributes itself or flows off  
(if there is a conducting path to ground). 



Electric forces: 
Foothold ideas (basic) 

•  There are two kinds of charges: + and -. 
•  Charges of the same type repel each other. 
•  Charges of different types attract each other. 
•  The force between charges gets stronger as 

they get closer, weaker as they get farther 
away.  

•  The electric force satisfies Newton’s 3rd law. 
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Quantifying Charge 
•  Need an operational definition. 
•  Charge is a new kind of quantity  

(to M, L, T, add Q). 
•  Choose our scale: 

A small object has a charge of 1 C ( = 1 Coulomb) 
if two identical such charges held at a distance of 
1 m exert forces of 9 x 109 N on each other. 

•  [This corresponds to choosing the constant  
kC = 9 x 109 N-m2/C2.] 
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Review of Vectors 
(2-dimensional coordinates) 

•  We have 2 directions to specify.  We must 
– Choose a reference point (origin) 
– Pick 2 perpendicular axes (x and y) 
– Choose a scale 

•  We specify our x and y directions by 
drawing little arrows of unit length in their 
positive direction. 

•  A force vector is written  
ji ˆ ,ˆ

( )yxyx FFjFiFF ,ˆˆ =+=




Trig review 
•  The ratios of a triangle’s sides only depend on 
θ.  
–  sin(θ) = opposite/hypotenuse 
–  cos(θ) = adjacent/hypotenuse 
–  tan(θ) = opposite/adjacent. 
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Vectors with trig –  
by components  
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A = Axî + Ay ĵ

= Acos(θ )( ) î + Asin(θ )( ) ĵ

B = Bxî + By ĵ

= −Bsin(φ)( ) î + Bcos(φ)( ) ĵ

A +

B = ?
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Foothold idea: 
Coulomb’s Law  

•  Point charges attract each other  
with a force whose magnitude is given by 
 

 
 
•  kC is put in to make the dimensions come out 

right.   
 


Fq→Q = −


FQ→q =

kCqQ
rqQ
2 r̂q→Q

kC[ ] = Fr2

q1q2

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ =

ML
T2

L2

Q2 =
ML3

Q2T2

WTF is 
this ??! 
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Making Sense of Coulomb’s Law 
•  Changing the test charge 

 


FQ→q = −


Fq→Q = kCqQ

R2
r̂Q→q

■  Changing	the	source	charge	

■  Changing	the	distance	

■  Interpret	the	sign	

■  Specifying	the	direc:on	

?? Which is the test charge and  
which is the source charge?? 



Adding forces for many charges! 
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Fq =


FQ1→q +


FQ2→q +


FQ3→q +


FQ4→q + ...

 


Fq =

kCqQ1
r1
2
r1 +

kCqQ2

r2
2
r2 +

kCqQ3

r3
2
r3 +

kCqQ4

r4
2
r4 + ...

where 

 

r1 =  distance from Q1  to q                 r1 =  direction from Q1  to q (mag. 1, no units!)
r2 =  distance from Q2  to q                r2 =  direction from Q2  to q (mag. 1, no units!)
...
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Foothold ideas: 
Electric Forces and Fields 

•  When we focus our attention on the electric force on a 
particular charge (a test charge) we see the force it feels 
factors into the magnitude of its charge times a factor that 
depends on position (and the other charges). 

 



Foothold ideas: 
Fields 

•  A field is a concept we use to describe anything that varies  
in space.  It is a set of values assigned to each point in space 
(e.g., temperature or wind speed). 

•  A force field is an idea we use for non-touching forces. 
 It puts a force vector at each point in space,  
summarizing the effect of all objects that would  
exert a force on a particular object placed at that point. 

•  A gravitational, electric, or magnetic field is a force field with 
something (a “coupling strength”) divided out so the field no 
longer depends on what test object is used. 
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g =

Facting on m

m

E =

Facting on q

q
Field is the value at a position 
in space “ r “ assuming  
that the force is measured  
by placing the object at  r . 
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Foothold ideas: 
Momentum 

•  We define the momentum of an object, A: 

•  This is a way of defining  
“the amount of motion” an object has. 

•  Our “delta” form of N2 becomes 
 
which we can rewrite as 

 
pA = mA

vA

 

!
FA
net = mA

Δ!vA
Δt

= mA
!aA

 

!
FA
net =

Δ mA
!vA( )

Δt
= Δ!pA

Δt
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Foothold idea: 
The Impulse-Momentum Theorem 

•  Newton 2 

•  Put in definition of a 

•  Multiply up by Δt 

•  Define Impulse 

•  Combine to get  
Impulse-Momentum 
Theorem for any 
object A 

  
!

I A
net =

!
FA
net Δt

  Δ
pA =


I A

net

 

!aA =
!
FA
net

mA

d!vA
dt

=
!
FA
net

mA

mAΔ
!vA =

!
FA
net Δt
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Foothold idea: 
Momentum Conservation: 1 

•  If two objects, A and B, interact with each 
other and with other (“external”) objects,  
By the IMT 

•  Adding:  
tFFvm

tFFvm

BA
ext
BBB

AB
ext
AAA

Δ+=Δ

Δ+=Δ

→

→

)(

)(




 

mA Δ
vA +mB Δ

vB =

FA
ext +

FB
ext +


FA→B +


FB→A( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Δt

Δ mA
vA +mB

vB( ) = FABextΔt
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Foothold idea: 
Momentum Conservation: 2 

•  So: If two objects interact with each other  
in such a way that the external forces on the pair 
cancel, then their momentum is conserved. 

( )
f
BB

f
AA

i
BB

i
AA

BBAA

vmvmvmvm
vmvm





+=+

=+Δ 0

⇒ 



Foothold principles: 
Randomness 

•  Matter is made of of molecules in constant motion  
and interaction. This motion moves stuff around.  

•  A large molecule, small organelle, or even a bit  
of dust or pollen in the air is continually bombarded 
from all sides by moving molecules of water or air. 

•  On the average, they are hit equally from all sides – 
but since they are not that much bigger than the 
bombarding molecules sometimes more hit them 
from one side than the other. The values fluctuate 
around the averages and these fluctuating 
imbalances produce a jiggling motion (“Brownian 
motion”) 
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Foothold principles: 
Diffusion 

•  If the distribution of a chemical is non-uniform,  
the fluctuations in how its molecules are being 
struck by the molecules of the fluid it is in will 
tend to result in the chemical moving from  
more dense regions to less. 

•  This diffusion is not directed but is an 
emergent phenomenon arising from the 
combination of random motion and non-
uniform concentration. 
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Foothold principles: 
Fick’s first Law 

•  If a set of molecules is not distributed uniformly in 
1D (there is a concentration gradient) there will 
be an effective flow of those molecules according 
to 

          (or in 3D) 

•  In a gas, the diffusion constant D is given by 
  

•  In a liquid, the diffusion constant is given by  
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J = −D dn
dx  

!
J = −D

!
∇n

D = kBT
6πµR

1
2 3

λv



Foothold principles: 
Fick’s second Law 

•  The average square displacement of a random 
walking molecule in a thermal bath after a time t is 
given in 3D by Fick’s second law: 

 
 
•  The radius of a small blob of chemical in a liquid  

will grow at this rate.  
•  The displacement,                  , only grows like       . 

For larger organisms, this is too slow and is the 
reason transport systems for air and blood have 
evolved.       
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Δr2 = Δx2 + Δy2 + Δz2 = 6DΔt

Δr = Δr2 Δt
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Kinds of Matter 
•  Classify objects by how they deform. 

– Solid: don’t change shape if you leave them alone 
or push on them (not too hard!) 

– Gel: look solid if you don’t touch them but are 
“squishy” and change shape easily  
(jello, butter, clay,…) 

– Liquid: Have no shape of their own.  Flow to fill  
a container but have  constant volume. 

– Gas: Have neither shape nor volume  
but fill any container. 

– LOTS MORE! 



Foothold ideas:  
Gases – Kinetic Theory I 

•  We model the gas as lots of tiny little hard spheres  
far apart (compared to their size) and moving very fast. 

•  The motions are in all directions and change directions very 
rapidly. A model saying that on the average the total 
momentum is 0 (and stays 0 by momentum conservation) is a 
good one. 

•  Because there are so many particles and the collisions  
so sensitive to initial conditions, we can’t predict the motion 
of individual particles for long – but emergent macroscopic 
averages are very stable. 

•  Dilute gases satisfy the Ideal Gas Law,  
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� 

pV = nmolesRT



The Ideal Gas Law 
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� 

pV = nmolesRT

� 

pV = NkBT

Chemist’s 
form 

Physicist’s 
form � 

nmoles =
N
NA

� 

R = kBNA

� 

p = nmvx
2 3

2 kBT = 1
2mv

2



Foothold ideas: Pressure 1 
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•  In a gas the molecules are moving very fast  
in all directions. On the average  
the momentum cancels out.   

•  If you put in a wall keeping the gas on only 
one side, only the momentum in one direction 
acts on the wall (N1, N2, N3), creating a 
force. 

•  In a non-flowing gas, the force/area is a 
constant, the pressure. It is proportional to  
the number of molecules and their mv2..  



Foothold ideas:  
Gases – Kinetic Theory II 

•  Newton’s laws tell us that motion continues forever 
unless something unbalanced tries to stop it, yet we 
observe motion always dies away. 

•  Our model of matter as lots of little particles  
in continual motion lets us “hide” the energy of motion  
that has “died away” at the macro level  
in the internal incoherent motion. 

•  The model unifies the idea of heat and temperature  
with our ideas of motion of macroscopic objects. 
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Foothold ideas: 
Liquids 

•  In a liquid the molecules are close enough 
that their mutual (short ranged) attractions 
hold them together (e.g. H-bonding in 
H2O). 

•  A liquid maintains its volume but changes 
its shape easily in response to small 
forces. 

•  The relation of p, V, and T in a liquid is 
WAY more complicated than in a gas. 
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Foothold ideas: Pressure 2 
•  A constrained fluid has an internal pressure  

–like an internal force at every point in all directions. 
(Pressure has no direction.) 

•  At a boundary or wall, the pressure creates a force 
perpendicular to the wall.  

•  The pressure in a fluid increases with depth.  

•  The pressure in a fluid is the same on any  
horizontal plane no matter what the shape  
or openings of the container. 
 

ApF


=

gdpp ρ+= 0



Foothold ideas: 
Buoyancy 

•  Archimedes’ principle:  
When an object is immersed in a fluid  
(in gravity), the result of the fluid’s  
pressure variation with depth is an  
upward force on the object equal to  
the weight of the water that would  
have been there if the object were not. 

•  As a result, an object less dense than the fluid will 
float, one denser than the fluid will sink. 

•  An object less dense than the fluid floats with a 
fraction of its volume under the fluid equal to  
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ρobject

ρ fluid


